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Cascadia Forest Defenders (CFD) is an all-volunteer
group dedicated to defending and preserving the ancient
and native forests of Cascadia. CFD participantes in direct action and civil disobedience to make their message heard. CFD works in alliances with many other environmental groups and actively engages in a
biocentric dialogue. We host events, such as film
screenings, concerts, and hikes. We also organize
tree climb trainings and nonviolent direct action
workshops. We actively monitor timber sales
or put our bodies on the front lines of destruction. CFD is based in Eugene, OR and holds
regular meetings as well as sub-committee
meetings known as spokes (see more in
organizational structure).
We always welcome new members,
ideas, and energy. We operate in as
horizontal of fashion as possible,
with everyone’s input being equal.
We practice consensus decision-making and empower every member to be a part of all
decisions. We are a group of
people united by the love of
the land and the fight to end
the destruction of it. We are
excited to hear from you and
get you involved, just ask!
We gladly accept donations:
Cascadia Forest Defenders
POB 96
Eugene, OR 97440
www.forestdefensenow.com

CONSENSUS PROCESS
Presentation of Issue
-History of item - Why it matters -Goal of today’s discussion
(May begin with a proposal for action or may focus on defining the issue)

It’s not perfect
but it’s the best
we have.

Clarifying Questions & Gathering Input
-Ensure issue is fully understood
-Gather Feelings, ideas, possibilities
-Consider individual needs
Proposal
-What we will do and how

NO
Modification
-Address concerns
-Changes to better
serve the whole

Concerns
-Problems with the proposal
-May send to a committee
-May lay over to future
meeting

IF NOT
RESOLVED

Issue
Tabled

Test for Consensus
-Does this proposal
work for the group?
-Have all concerns been
resolved?

YES
Stand Aside
“I don’t like this proposal
because _______but
I am willing to let the
group proceed.”
-No major implementation responsibilities, but
still bound by decision

Block
-”I have a firm
conviction that this
proposal does not
serve the interests of
the whole.”

Consensus!
-No remaining unresolved
concerns
-Record in minutes

HAND SIGNALS
AGREE

Instead of interrupting
or adding to the stack

DISAGREE

QUESTION

Jumps stack to ask
a clarifying question
about something that
was just said. This
information should be
relevant for the whole
group to hear. Do not
misuse this!

DIRECT
RESPONSE

When you have something
to say that can’t wait until
the end of stack. This information should be relevant
for the whole group to hear.
Do not misuse this!

POINT OF
PROCESS

Is used to redirect the discussion towards the agenda
item or topic if discussion
has become unfocused. All
participants are responsible
for a creative, healthy meeting environment.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
CFD has regular meetings where we discuss broader issues of the campaign, plan actions, and seek group approval on decisions. We also get work done using the spokes
model of organizing. Think of our regular meetings as the hub or axle of the wheel and
all the side groups listed below as the spokes that deliver information and help hold
the wheel in line. Spokes groups each have a convener to bring the group together and
when it is relevant, these groups report back at the regular meetings. Please inquire at
meetings for who is the current convener of each spoke.
Outreach/Media Spoke – This spoke is responsible for networking and maintaining of
relationships with the larger community and movement. This includes tabling, merchandise creation and organization, building and maintaining relationships with allies,
working with impacted communities, and leading public events such as hikes or film
screenings. The media side of the spoke manages internal and external media. This
includes computer updates (social media, website, public email list), creating propaganda, producing videos, writing press releases, and creating our own media.
Inreach Spoke – This spoke is responsible for the internal workings of CFD. This includes new member orientations, internal list serve maintenance, reviewing and revising the group structure, convening meetings, and internal education and training such
as climb trainings or anti-oppression workshops.
Woods Spoke – All the stuff not in the city. This includes timber sale monitoring,
scouting proposed sales or action sites, occupying the woods, and site selection for the
campaign to focus on.
Research Spoke – One of the most important roles of the group is gathering information relevant to the campaign(s). This spoke is responsible for networking, talking
to legal advisors, researching timber sales on the computer, and site selection on the
computer or of in town sites.
Resources Spoke – Responsible for finances, fundraising, gear organization and acquisition, vehicle
maintenance, and food gathering.
Legal Spoke – Maintains a positive relationship with legal help in the area through legal research, police liasoning training, jail
support training, and know your rights
trainings.

WHAT IS CASCADIA?

Cascadia is generally defined as the region in and around the Cascade mountain
range, the 700-mile north to south stretch of glorious mountains running from
Northern California, through Oregon and Washington, and into British Columbia. More than half of the land in Cascadia is managed by the Forest Service
and the Bureau of Land Management. There are thousands of timber/resource
extraction/earth destroying projects throughout Cascadia.
CFD believe that plants, animals, ecosystems, wilderness, climate, and the earth
have value independent from any purpose those things may serve to human
communities. We exist in opposition to all who destroy ecosystems for the sake
of profit. As individuals, and sometimes as an organization, we support our
friends across the world who are fighting for the dignity of all human beings.
Nonetheless, our work remains focused on protecting Cascadia’s forests-not
only for human beings, but for all that is wild!

ON OPPRESSION
WITHIN OUR MOVEMENT

As a campaign and a movement, CFD strives to create a better world for all living
things and a safer space for activists from a diversity of backgrounds.
As an organization and as individuals we respect and support all participants in
CFD spaces and events regardless of race, gender, sexual orientation, age, ability, ethnicity, class, or immigration status (you get the picture!). We also recognize that we live in a society that has institutionalized oppression against certain
groups of people. Our support of people most affected by oppression must be
active and open. As individuals we will likely make mistakes. We respect each
others best intentions. We try to openly accept and give criticism that moves
our anti-oppression work forward. Intentional oppression or exclusion of participants based on their race, gender, sexual orientation, ability, age, class… will
not be tolerated!

LEADERSHIP
Leadership is an important and vital role in our movement. We
strive to elevate all members of CFD to the same level when making decisions about messaging, strategy, actions, internal policies, money, etc. Decisions that affect the whole group must
involve the whole group whenever possible. Though our
weekly meetings are open to the public, we have a couple rules to assure that some decisions are made only
by more involved organizers:
1. Anyone can attend weekly meetings or be on
the announcement list serve
2. To be and stay on the internal organizers
email list, you must attend at least three meetings in six months.
3. To participate in decisions about group
money, you must attend at least three
meetings in six months.
4. To take money out of the direct action
fund without group consensus when time
or security is of the essence, you need the
approval of two other
members. The amount
you take out must be no
greater than half of the
funds in the box, and no
more than $75 no matter how much
money is in the box. Put a note in the box
and tell the whole group about it as soon as security
is no longer a concern. The cash box is to assist activists in
achieving actions that cannot be discussed in large open
meetings; it does not exist to make up for poor planning!

ON THE POLICE
Within our organization, we have a diversity of people with different skills and experience. Sometimes it is necessary for individuals to focus on certain tasks (i.e. Climbing, media) because others
lack the skills to do the same. We also respect the need for safety
and ask that individuals pursue any necessary training before
climbing, blockading, engaging with media and law enforcement, etc.
That being said, CFD challenges the hierarchy of experience and the separation of labor by giving trainings to
each other and to the public. We will have space, patience, and encouragement for anyone who wishes to wade into the unknown and try something
outside of their experience. Members of CFD
always strive to share skills with other members, especially when the separation of work
correlates with other isms in our movement
(ex. When all or most of the people who
know how to climb a tree are cis-men
[a man who has not transistioned
genders], or when all or most
media spokespeople are white).
We seek the advice and expertise of elders and want to
continue to reach out to those
who are no longer as active in
the movement. We can only
build on what mistakes we
may have made in the past.

For our own safety and in solidarity with all people fighting for a just
world, we denounce the use of entrapment by law enforcement.
We oppose any state repression
of dissent, including surveillance,
infiltration, disruption and violence. CFD does not cooperate
with state repression, whether directed at our own
group or any other activist group/individual.
Individuals who do not respect our policy on law
enforcement are not welcome at CFD activities. Please
do your part to become familiar with security culture
practices and your legal rights. We are happy to provide
literature and trainings on the subjects.

ON NON-VIOLENCE
In all actions committed under the name Cascadia Forest Defenders, we avoid violence and threats of violence against individuals
and their personal property. We act with reverence towards all life
- plant, animal or otherwise - and strive always to diminish
our detrimental impacts on other beings and the land.

CODE OF CONDUCT ACCOUNTABILITY
We expect our members to be actively seeking to eliminate their own oppressive
behaviors that are reinforced by our society. We call each other out for inappropriate things we say, we self-check ourselves, and we do not tolerate any type of
assault of any person from any member of our group. This includes the time we
spend outside of organizing (social spaces). We practice consent. Consent is two
(or more) people deciding together to do the same thing, at the same time, in the
same way with each other- whether it’s physical, verbal, or sexual. It is the presence of a “yes”, not the absence of a “no.” For the duration of CFD events, parties,
living spaces, and camps, consent is defined as a clearly asked question followed
by a clearly stated “yes.” Sexual harassment and assault will not be tolerated in
CFD spaces.

As a part of Cascadia Forest Defenders, we hold each other and ourselves to
certain level of accountability. We commit ourselves to an activity and DO IT. If
for some reason we are unable to carry out said activity, we notify the group with
ample time to figure out who can step in and take your spot. If you fail to notify
the group as soon as you know you will be unable to carry out your responsibilities, you will be placed in a buddy system with another member of CFD who
checks-in with you and sees your work gets done on time.

We encourage a culture of productiveness and understand we all work at different speeds. That being said we want you to be honest about your level of commitment. This also is part of our culture of timeliness: for meetings, events, and
deadlines. The more organized we are, the more successful our campaigns.

Holding each other accountable also means getting used to letting each other
know- in a comradely way- when commitments and obligations aren’t being fulfilled or when your language or actions you may have oppressive implications.
The practice of holding others accountable and being held accountable is fundamental to learn, practice and promote if we want to destroy and replace these
top-down relations with horizontal and egalitarian relations. When holding each
other accountable it’s important to come from a place of love and respect that
avoids being patronizing, competitive, egotistical or dishonest.

We have spent countless hours fundraising and collecting gear so that we can
continue to protect the places we love. Please respect our stuff! It keeps us safe
and helps us win campaigns. Group materials should never be used for individual/unrelated projects. Check in with other people before using group gear, and
ask for consensus when gear will be used or donated to something that is not
explicitly campaign related. If you lose or break CFD gear while misusing it, you
will be asked to fix or replace it.

We believe that in the event of sexual assault, it is necessary to take action, and
that it is appropriate to look towards processes of community accountability. It
is entirely appropriate to exclude the perpetrator from spaces that the survivor
may wish to be in, so as to avoid creating a platform for the particular abusive
relationship to continue. All accounts of abuse are situational and need to be
handled accordingly. An accountablility committee can be formed to create and
see a process through.

